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There  are  two houses in Sophocles' Antigone. One is the .royal  palace at  Thebes,  

where the  play is set. The other invisible, is the 'underworld'. Hades is the lord of that 

huge house, which is usually called in Greek 'the of Hades' (with the   word   'house'   

missed  out).   Its  famous   doors  were guarded  by Cerberus,  and Persephone  welcomed 

new arrivals. Antigone departs  there,  condemned  yet glorious, to be reunited  with her 

family; Creon ends the play in the palace at Thebes, 'welcomed' at the door by the body 

of his wife, who died cursing  him. I am going to argue that  this tragedy  comes  about  

in  part  through   people,  especially Creon, not respecting proper places.  

 

A woman's place 
 
Most cultures have stronger  notions than  we do of 'proper places'.  Ancient  Athens  was 
a  network  of invisible lines marking just where it was proper for some people to go and 
not for others. This is not as alien to our world as we might like  to  think. 'No  
Unauthorised  Persons  Beyond  This Point',    'Ladies/Gents',  'Staff   Common   Room'.   
A  girl recently  won as  the  prize  in  a  competition  a  day in  the Commentators' Box  
at  Lords  - but  it  transpired that women are  not permitted inside the  members'  
pavilion of the M.C.C.  'Respectable' women are still subject to many invisible lines. 
An Athenian woman's proper place was, of course, the home. The more respectable she 
was, the more homebound she was. Men also belonged to the house, but they were out 
and  about   most  of  the  time.  There  were  business  and politics within the  city; and  
they  might  also go away for longer  periods  to  pursue  trade, diplomacy,  or  war.  A 
woman would go out inconspicuously to the fountain  or to visit a neighbour's house, but 
would not go away from  her own house for more than a few hours, except for some 
special religious occasions. There were just two occasions when a women left her 
house for longer, and made her way openly through  the streets.  One was when she got 
married. She  was taken  in procession  from  her  father's house and  installed  in her  
new man's  home. The  second great departure was her funeral procession, which took 
her to her tomb and so to the house of Hades. 
 
The typical shape of an ancient Greek  house reflected its  inward   looking   nature. It 
can   be  seen  in   an   archaeologist's reconstruction of a house recently excavated in the 
countryside  of Attica. It consists of wings built  round three sides of a central courtyard 
(au/e), and all the rooms open off this. The courtyard was not open to the world: the only 
access to it, and so to the whole house, was through  a single  doorway  to  the  road.  
Most  homes  presented   to outsiders a long wall, breached only by one or two windows 
high up at the sides and  by the main gateway. Even within the house there  might  well 
have been a degree of demarcation  between the women's and  men's  area. The  plan of 
another  Attic house shows all the women's rooms as away from the street. 
 
What has all this to do with Sophocles' Antigone? I am going to quote a series of passages 
which (I suggest) make a lot more sense when set against this background of 'proper places'.   
All of  Sophocles'  plays  have  a  strong  sense  of locality, both of the precise setting of the 
play and of various important places off stage. Antigone is set at Thebes, one of the great  
cities of Greek heroic legend, famous for its royal palace  and for the seven gates  in its 
mighty fortifications. Outside  the  walls lies the Theban plain,  rich  agricultural land,  
but,  on the day before the play is set, the site of the great  battle  in which the invasion 
organised  by Antigone's brother Polynices was defeated. Each  of its seven commanders 
was killed at one of the gates. 
 

The defiance of Antigone 



 
1. Antigone  makes  sure  that   Ismene  has  not  heard  the news: 

I thought as much, and that is why I've brought you outside the main gate, where 
no one else may hear. 

(18-19) 
The whole play opens with the two sisters emerging together from the gates (auleioi pylai) 
which lead from the courtyard (au/e) into the city outside. But they soon go their  separate 
ways. 
 
2.1smene resists Antigone's plan: 

We must keep it in mind that we are women: 
we were not born to struggle against men. (61-2) 

So at  the end of the first scene Antigone goes off into the plain   outside   the   walls  to   
bury  the   exposed   body  of Polynices,  while Ismene  goes back  in through  the  auleioi 
pylai  to a woman's  proper  place.  Later  when  Creon  has them  in custody  he says 'they  
must  be women,  and not let loose' (578-9). 
 
3. Creon is even more furious  that  a woman has defied his edict than if it had been a man. 
He dwells at least four times on his abhorrence of being subservient to a woman. First, 

If this advantage rests with her unpaid for, 
then I'm no more the man, she is the man. 
I don't care whether she's my sister's child, 
or closer in blood than any who belongs 
around the altar of our Household Zeus, 
she and her sister must meet a dreadful death. (484-9) 

 
The altar  of Household Zeus (Zeus Herkeios) was in the courtyard: the  title  .means  
literally  Zeus  of  the   'fence' (herkos), either because the entire yard was a kind of fence, 
or because animals were often kept in a pen within the yard. Clearly this altar was a 
religious focus for the entire family, including the women. 
 
4. Antigone stands  by her loved ones, her family, come what may.Creon  retorts: 

If you have got love, then go below 
and love down there. A woman's never going 
to rule over me as long as I live. (524-5) 

He cannot stand  having Antigone in his house: she must 'go 
below' -to the  house of the dead. He has a clear  idea of how he will send her there: 

I shall take her to a place untrodden by 
the foot of man, and there I shall shut her up 
alive in a rock-cut chamber . .. (773-4) 

 
5.Creon tens Haemon that  the fact that  Antigone is related to them  is all the more reason 
to make a public example of her: 

So let her sing 
her hymns of praise to Zeus of Family Blood: [the same 

as Herkeios?] 
if I indulge my own family to be 
disorderly, how much the more so 
with others! The man who's good within 
his own house proves right for his whole city. (658-62) 

For him the house is entirely subsidiary to the city. 
 
6. It is Creon  in this same passage who first speaks  of Antigone's  death  as a 'marriage': 
'let go this girl to marry someone in the house of Hades' (653-4). The motif comes 
repeatedly  during Antigone's  final scene of departure, and is introduced  at its start by the 
Chorus: 

Here I see Antigone  making 
her way to the bedroom (thalamos) 
where all are laid to rest. (804-5) 

The thalamos  was the central  bedroom of a marital  home. On the wedding night a 
celebratory song was sung outside it (epithalamion); earlier  in the day a song 
accompanied the bride's  procession to her new home (hymenaion). Antigone laments 
(813-16) that neither of these has been sung for her; instead she will marry Acheron (a river 
in the underworld). 



 

7. Antigone  has,  then,  forfeited  any home  and  husband 'above'.  But  at  least  by  

marrying  'below'  she  will rejoin those who mean  most to her, her family. The place 

where she is being taken  is a kind  of access to that  household, where she  hopes  to  

be especially welcome to  her  f ather, mother and brother (898-9). 
Tomb, bridal  bedroom  (nymphaion), tunnelled house which is 
to confine me for ever- there I go to join my own people . . .(891-
3) 

 

8. Haemon  does  not  remain  above to  marry  some other woman. He goes to join Antigone 
in the 'hollow bridal room (nymphaion) of  Hades'  (1205), and  there  he kills himself 
before his father's eyes. As the messenger reports: 

Corpse lies embracing corpse. The poor man only 
got his ma"iage rites in the house of Hades. (1240-41) 

 
9. So Creon is brought  low, not by losing his power or his city, but by losing the very 
thing he most undervalued, his family. He returns from the 'bridal room of Hades' with 
the corpse of his son in his arms (1258). But before he can even carry it indoors, he is met 
by the messenger: 

My lord, you have, and shall get more. You've come 
bearing this te"ible burden in your arms: and now you are about to see yet 
more disastrous things within your house. (1278-80) 

 
10.  Eurydice  stabbed  herself  'at the  altar'  (1301), presumably the altar of Zeus in the 
courtyard. At the end of the play Creon goes into his house, which is now inhabited only 
by the corpses of his family. The future holds for him only remorse. His wealth and power 
are worth nothing.  As the  messenger  puts it, if the  joy has gone from someone's life 'I 
wouldn't pay smoke's  shadow for all the rest' (1170- 
71). 
 

Dramatic Space 
 

There  is one  more  sort  of  'map' to  superimpose on  Antigone: the 'proper place' of 
Greek tragedy. Sophocles was always a practical  playwright, and he made his plays for 
the theatre of Dionysus  at Athens. This  is the  physical  form which contained the 
'mental  maps' already  drawn.  The Athenian  theatre is known in outline,  but that of 
Epidauros is much better preserved. Though  more grand and symmetrical  than  the  
theatre at  Athens,  it  follows the  same basic shape.  The  audience  looks down  on  a  
broad  open space (orchestra), in front  of a building  {skene).  Away on either  side stretch  
two  roads  (eisodoi); at  Epidauros, but probably not at Athens, they run through 
archways. 
 

In each  play Sophocles  builds  up a local significance for  this  basic  theatrical  space  
(- at  least,   that   is  my theory). In Antigone  the skene is obviously the royal palace. Its  
door  represents  the  outer  gates,  and  inside  we are  to imagine the courtyard  with its 
altar of Zeus. It is from here that  Antigone  and  Ismene emerge at line 1; and  here that 
the body of Eurydice confronts Creon at the end. One of the two eisodoi leads to the 
interior  of the city: it is from there that  the  chorus  comes,  and  Teiresias,  and  Haemon  
who tells  his  father  what  the  citizens  really  think.  The  other eisodos leads out of the 
seven-gated walls of Thebes into the plain,  and,  what is more,  to two  particular places 
in the plain.  One is the  rocky, dusty spot where Polynices lies - that  is  where the  
guard  comes  from,  and  where  Creon hurries  to, once he has given in. The other  is the 
chamber where Antigone is taken to die. 

 
Antigone's  final  procession  (lines 800 to 943) is both her  marriage   and  her  funeral.  
She  leaves  her  ancestral house,  which she had  already  renounced  in the prologue, 
and makes her way along the eisodos that leads away to her strange   and  remote  bridal  



bedroom.  She  is  leaving  an intolerable life for  a  reunion  with  those  she cares  
about most. She herself says to Creon that death is for her 'a gain' 

(462-4) and  'a glory' (502). We pity her and grieve for her, but we are also bound to 

agree with the sentiment Haemon  reports  as shared  by all the  citizens  of Thebes: 

'does she not  deserve to  win a golden  reputation?' (698). Antigone  pays the  price  

for  breaking  out  of  a  woman's proper place; but her journey from the house of the living 

to the house of the dead is a cause for celebration as well as sorrow. 
 
Contrast  this  with Creon's  journey in the  final scene (lines 1257 to 1353). He makes his 
way along that  same eisodos, but in the opposite direction. He is returning from the tomb 
in the plain,  and coming back to his palace. But while Antigone's  departure to death  
was also her wedding, Creon's return  to life is a funeral procession. He is bringing with 
him the corpse of Haemon,  and he is met at the door by the corpse of Eurydice. He has 
turned his own house into a tomb,  where he must  live out  the rest of his days, as a 
'breathing corpse'  (1167). And  he  has  no  compensating 
honour or glory. Again and again he takes the blame for his own error.  Better to be 
Antigone dead than Creon alive. 
 
The   two  contrasting  processions  of  Antigone   and Creon give a whole new level of 
meaning to Teiresias' words to Creon at lines 1064-79. He warns him that very soon 

you shall pay in return one born from your own loins, a corpse in exchange 
for corpses. This is because you have thrust down below one who belongs 
above, perversely housing 
a living spirit in the tombt· and you 
have kept up here one due to the gods below, 
a deprived, untended and unholy corpse . . . 

Antigone deliberately trespassed outside her proper place. Creon claimed to be a great 
respecter of proper  places, but in fact  he showed a  very poor sense of them. He buried 
someone  alive; and  be kept someone who was dead  above the ground. He did not allow 
the house any position except as a subsidiary element of the city; he did not respect Zeus's 
function  within the courtyard. As a punishment he pays 'a corpse in return  for corpses',  
according  to a kind of poetic justice.  He sends Antigone  to her death  by the  road  that 
leads to  the  plain: he returns  by that  same  road  with his dead son in his arms. 
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